2 Options for Viewing on a Sony Reader, Android phone, iPad, or iPhone, or any computer

**eBook Full Text**
- View online through the browser within EBSCO

**OR**

**Download This eBook (Offline)**
- Download eBook to your computer and read it offline at a later time. See below for login screen instructions.

See [Downloading an EBSCO eBook](#) for specific device instructions.

To read downloaded ebooks, you will need Adobe® Digital Editions 1.7.1 or higher. This free software can be downloaded from [Adobe digitaleditions](http://digitaleditions). You will also need a personal EBSCO account, which you log into before downloading.

Once you have Adobe Digital Editions and an EBSCO account, go to [eBooks](http://ebooks) or to the specific eBook you have found.

See [Downloading an EBSCO eBook](#) for specific device instructions.